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1: What is default data protection scheme?
A.Meta
B.Parity
C.Mirror
D.Stripe
Correct Answers: C

2: What is the approximate storage space increase by using CPP over CPM?
A.5% - 10%
B.10% - 15%
C.16% - 20%
D.20% - 25%
Correct Answers: C

3: Centera cluster is not able to send emails to EMC support. How would the CE test email home?
A.Centera CLI command 'notify'
B.Secure shell command 'call home'
C.Centera CLI command 'test emailhome'
D.From Centera Viewer pull down menu, click tools, click service, click emailltest
Correct Answers: A

4: What is the purpose of the Kickstart process?
A.Builds routing tables in all nodes
B.Initialize Cube switches to default setup
C.Assigns Cube and Node identity (cXXXnYY)
D.Initialize communication between host servers and Cube switches
Correct Answers: C

5: How many CUAs can point to the same Centera?
A.1
B.2
C.6
D.Unlimited
Correct Answers: B

6: During profile creation, which file type is stored on the local host?
A..gif
B..pea
C..prf
D..txt
Correct Answers: B
7: Orphans in a CFA environment are files deleted from which platform?
A. Centera but NOT the Celerra
B. Celerra but NOT the Centera
C. Celerra but NOT from the CFA
D. CFA but NOT from the Centera
Correct Answers: B

8: Which additional pools are created in CentraStar 3.1?
A. Cluster, Default
B. Application, Cluster
C. ConsoleAdmin, EMCService
D. ConsoleArchive, AuditArchive
Correct Answers: D

9: Which CLI commands are required to configure OnAlert?
A. Set Cluster Service, Set Owner, Set SMTP
B. Set SMTP, Set Cluster Notification, Set Owner
C. Set Cluster Notification, Set Service Cluster, Set Owner
D. Set Owner, Set Cluster Service, Set Cluster Notification
Correct Answers: D

10: A 2GB image is stored using cpp on a 16 node Gen4 Centera. How many nodes will contain a segment of that image?
A. 4
B. 6
C. 8
D. 16
Correct Answers: B